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The Card of Panda Express from Seattle contains about 16 different meals and drinks. On average, you pay for
a dish / drink about $2.9. What User likes about Panda Express:

I've loved Panda Express for years because I always have the same quality as the same taste, no matter where I
am. I had some somewhat negative experiences at different sites in the past and I contacted her company office
and I was more and more reimbursed for this experience. I appreciate the customer service of this company and

I just always enjoy my food there read more. What User doesn't like about Panda Express:
If you order delivery through a delivery service, your order probably will be incorrect. Unsure if they run out of

things and just substitute with whatever they have or if it’s in error. But that’s very annoying. Also, taste-wise, this
is very subpar “Chinese” food. Everything is very unnecessarily sweet and that’s the only flavor. Can get more

authentic Chinese food at other places for similar prices! read more. Experience in Panda Express from Seattle
the diversity of delicious Chinese cuisine, traditionally cooked in a wok, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian
meals. In addition, they provide you tasty seafood dishes, The magical desserts of the establishment also shine

not only on children's plates and in children's eyes.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
MOUNTAIN DEW $2.0

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Starter�
8 TREASURE CHICKEN BREAST $4.9

So� drink�
PEPSI $2.0

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN $4.9

Südindisch� Gericht�
PEPPER CHICKEN

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN $3.7

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE $3.7

Roll� & Sandwiche�
CHICKEN EGG ROLL $2.3

Entree� - A L� Cart�
VEGGIE SPRING ROLL $2.3

Beverage�
DIET PEPSI $2.0

SIERRA MIST $2.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

HONEY

WHITE RICE

TRAVEL
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